Teach the short e sound (e/egg).

This booklet teaches short e words ending with _et, _ed, _eg, _ess, _es, _ell, _en, _eb, _eff, _em, _ep, and _ez.

Review sight words a, A, was, as, has, is, his, and I.
A web is on a bell.
Ken is on a jet.

Ben will not get wet.

A cub is in a den.

Ken is on a jet.

Ben will not get wet.

A cub is in a den.
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A bag fell.

Meg will sell a fan.

A bag fell.

A pet is wet.

A pet is wet.

A jet is wet.

A jet is wet.
I will get on a jet.

Jon has a net.

Ed fell. Ed will yell.

Ned has less.

I will get on a jet.

Jon has a net.

Ed fell. Ed will yell.

Ned has less.
Ted fed Ned.

Ed is in bed.

Ted fed Ned.

Ed is in bed.
A cat is on a keg.

A dog can beg.

A cat is on a keg.

A dog can beg.